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Abstract

However, there are limited commercial tools that address
the automated generation of building interiors and critical
underground structures, let alone the integration of these
generated models into a consistent three-dimensional
representation suitable for supporting modeling and
simulation activities. One significant exception is the Urban
and Underground Model Generator (U2MG) developed by
Applied Research Associates (ARA) that automatically
generates 3D building models with interior layouts. U2MG
is a government off the shelf (GOTS) product that produces
collections of building models in a variety of formats. Our
goal, however, was to develop commercial technology that
was seamlessly integrated with our TerraTools database
generation product and that would scale to the generation of
sites with hundreds of thousands of individual buildings.
Computer aided design (CAD) tools provide well-suited
methods for geometric modeling, but not for the attribution
or topology necessary to drive constructive simulation.
Current consumer products lack the detailed representations
for attribution, topology, and rigorous geographic
coordinates needed to support the precise modeling of urban
environments.

Rapid construction of urban environments is a contemporary
topic within the modeling and simulation community. In
early 2006, TerraSim, Inc was competitively awarded a U.S.
Army Phase II Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR)
Contract sponsored by the Research, Development, and
Engineering Command (RDECOM) Simulation and
Training Technology Center (STTC) on the topic “Software
Tools for Modeling Urban Details.” The goal is to
commercialize various novel techniques for the generation
of building interiors and exteriors as well as underground
structures, to support current and emerging Department of
Defense training systems. Under this two year contract we
have focused on several tasks, including the generation of
geotypical and geospecific building interiors to support both
visual and constructive simulation, underground utility
generation, and the placement of urban clutter. We have also
worked with non-traditional sources of data including
LIDAR and video stream data collected using ground
vehicles. In this paper we describe our technical approach,
illustrated by some of our recent results.
Introduction

There are also issues with urban scale. Modeling a few city
blocks may be accomplished by current, largely manual,
techniques. Modeling significantly larger areas requires a
new approach to source data preparation, algorithms, and
process flow within an urban system organization.

The ability to represent and model buildings, interiors, and
subterranean areas for simulation has become increasingly
important for a number of disparate markets. These markets
include government applications in simulation of military
operations in urban terrain, chem/bio flow analysis, and first
responder and anti-terrorist training. Commercial
applications include urban planning using real-time
visualization of planned developments, traffic and
transportation flow analysis, and large area natural resource
management, including pipelines and storage facilities.
_________________________________________

Under an Army Phase II SBIR, TerraSim has been working
on commercial development of an efficient, flexible, and
powerful urban authoring toolset to enable its users to easily
and accurately construct realistic geospecific and geotypical
interiors and subterranean structures in well-populated urban
contexts, exportable with full attribution to current visual
and constructive simulation systems.
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In this paper we briefly outline our work in four areas: 1)
Generation of building interiors from geographic
information systems (GIS) and CAD blueprints and issues
related to their export to several computer generated forces
runtime systems; 2) Improving visual properties of building
interiors using interior textures enhanced with precomputed
radiosity texture maps; 3) Generation of subterranean
structures from GIS and CAD blueprints; 4) Rapid
processing of terrestrial LIDAR data and its superposition
with traditional 3D modeling and simulation database
representations. We will give an overview of each area and
describe both short and long term technology issues.

order to support export to UHRB, MES, and other
representations that support SAF planning we convert
simple geometry primitives with "type" attributes of
"ROOM", "WALL", "DOORWAY", etc. to their bounding
edges
with
full
interior
attributes
such
as
@interior_floor_height,
@interior_ceiling_height,
@interior_TSG_floor_feature, to fully specify and control
the interior extrusion.

Automated Building Interior Generation
Building interior generation encompasses many varients.
The quality and type of source data, ranging from printed
documents to detailed and accurate CAD drawings dictates
different strategies for both the user interface and how
interior structures are represented. Also, the variety of
purposes for which the building interiors will be used
determines engineering design constraints for software
solutions. Correlation between various representations, such
as the topological representation used by individual
combatants, otherwise known as semi-automated forces
(SAF), in constructive simulations such as the OneSAF
Testbed (OTB) and OneSAF Objective System (OOS) with
visual representations of the same environment, is key. Our
goal has been to develop a common "blue print"
representation on a floor by floor basis with heavy use of
source data attribution and user-defined scripting to
associate properties to geometric figures prior to their use in
geometry or appearance generation. In order to generate
multi-floor buildings, we define "story spanning edges" that
link together floors, or simply copy the same "blue print"
across multiple levels.

Fig. 1: Pittsburgh’s Oakland area with 6100 buildings

Fig. 1 shows an area of Pittsburgh with a diverse set of
residential, industrial, office, and mixed use buildings.
Application of recursive spacefilling using templates to
control the size and density of rooms, frequency of external
doors and windows, corridor lengths and open areas can
generate a wide variety of building organizations that are
trafficable for simulation entities.

In order to support building interior generation ranging from
detailed individual buildings (geospecific) to hundreds of
thousands of geotypical building interiors based solely on
their GIS footprints, we use the "blue print" representation as
a common format for both autogeneration of interiors via
recursive space filling or as the representation presented to
users for interactive vector editing and attribution. Our
TerraTools editor, TEdit, has been extended to support the
construction and modification of automatically generated
building blueprint files.
Once a set of building blueprints have been completed, the
building interior generator can produce correlated
OpenFlight, OTB multi-elevation surface (MES) models, or
OOS Ultra High Resolution Buildings (UHRB) as XML files
from the same source data. A native Tiled Scene Graph
(TSG) model is also produced for interactive preview. In

Fig. 2: Complex buildings using “default” interior template
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Figs. 2-5 illustrate industrial, residential, commercial, and
default spacefilling behaviors.
When geospecific buildings are required, often the only
source material available is a photograph, either oblique or
nadir. Fig. 6 shows a representative photograph with a
collection of complex buildings.

Fig. 3: Open floorplan with Industrial interior template

Fig. 6: Oblique photograph showing complex buildings

Using TEdit and extensions to support "blueprint"
generation, a user can generate a floor plan, with simple
attribution as shown in Fig. 7 and automatically generate the
full 3D structure, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9 with export to a
correlated set of representations.

Fig. 4: Commercial interior template

Fig. 5: Residential interior template

Fig. 7: Building with atrium in TEdit with attribution
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Fig. 11: Building interior with regional textures

Fig. 8: 3D generated building from TEdit template

Lighting Models For Improved Realism in Building Interiors

These techniques can be combined using high quality source
GIS data to produce cityscapes containing a mix of
geotypical and geospecific building interior models as
shown in Fig. 10 with detailed interiors for the subset of key
buildings as shown in Fig. 11.

In order to improve the visual quality of the interiors of
urban structures, we have implemented radiosity lightmap
design for building interiors. This design is a static, offline
process which uses building geometry and material
properties to compute the amount of light received at each
point on each polygon using rendered scenes with lambert
multiplier mask and interpolation techniques.
Possible light sources in a scene include ambient outside
lighting and interior lights. When no interior lighting is
present, the building interior is illuminated by light coming
through the windows and doorways. This method is
powerful and allows us to represent walls casting a shadow
on the floor and another wall from the light coming through
windows. This process generates "soft" shadows that support
the ability to compose lighting from multiple windows.
The basic concept of the radiosity renderer is that the
surfaces of an interior are covered with many tiny patches.
Each patch can reflect light (as any surface does) and can
emit light (only light sources do this). Each patch is
inspected one at a time and checked to see how much light is
visible from its point of view, which we call the "incident
light" for that patch. Once the incident light for every patch
has been determined, the "excident light" is calculated,
which is simply the incident light multiplied by the patch's
reflectance plus any emission light that might be on the
patch. Then, another pass is made over all the patches
recalculating the incident light, but the incident light at each
patch includes any excident light from other patches that
may be visible at its location. Thus, once this is done and the
excident lights have been calculated, the lighting for each
patch includes light from not only the initial light sources,
but also from surfaces that hypothetical photons have
bounced off of once. Another pass can be made to simulate

Fig. 9: Vertical view of Fig. 8

Fig. 10: Iraqi city with autogenerated interiors
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another set of bounces, and so on. The result is a smooth,
realistic lighting scheme.
In order to calculate the final excident values and make the
lightmap textures, the excident lighting values are run
through an exposure adjustment equation to increase
realism. The final lighting value that will be recorded in the
lightmap is actually: 1-e^(-exposure*excident_light). This
equation allows us to light with any values and have the
result range within the limits of what can be displayed and
appear realistic.
Some computational speedups are necessary to efficiently
implement this process, particularly for models with large
surface areas. We perform both a coarse to fine
approximation and aggregate the original interior surface
polygons with similar materials and orientations to reduce
the per polygon computation.

Fig. 13: Interior radiosity with external light

lights are darker than the central hallways which have many
overhead lights. Also visible are light spots on the walls
from the overhead lights.

Figs. 12-15 show examples of building interiors, organized
as OneSAF UHRBs for which interior textures were
generated after the building structures were developed. This
generation provides a correlated visual appearance for
UHRB's which more typically are represented in OOS as a
collection of floors, rooms, and apertures.

Fig. 13 is an interior view. Notice how radiosity interacts
with and is applied to all the office furniture, bookshelves,
chairs, computer, phone, etc. This scene is lit by both
overhead lights and exterior light from the windows

Fig. 14: Interior radiosity in hall with internal light

Fig. 12: UHRB building with roof removed

Fig. 12 is an overhead view of the UHRB building and
shows the entire floor lit with radiosity. Note how the same
desks and chairs cast different shadows in rooms with
different lighting. The effect of lighting also comes into play
within the staircase. This scene is lit by overhead lights and
exterior light coming in through the windows. As a result
one can see how the side rooms which have few overhead

Fig. 14 is another view of the interior, where the overhead
ceiling light causes the light spot to show up on the walls
beside it. Also notice how the doorways affect shadows on
the ground. Light is coming in through the doorway and
windows.
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determine where specific intersection models should be
placed or generated.
In this section we describe the generation of underground
structures using two types of source data, GIS vectors and
CAD drawings. GIS vectors have an advantage in that users
can interactively add underground properties with respect to
above ground features, such as networks of fire hydrants or
following sidewalks or road curbs.
Use of GIS Source Data for Underground Generation
In the case of using GIS data, for simplicity, depth can be
assigned relative to the surface terrain that has been
generated from a digital elevation model (DEM) or assigned
a true absolute depth when such information is available
from CAD or facility map drawings. Likewise each
individual joint can be assigned a depth, sometimes required
for utilities, tunnels, and sewer lines that pass under and
around one another. The key issue is ease of use. The
minimal amount of work necessary to create an underground
structure is to trace the centerline of the structure and assign
it a depth, and select a cross section shape from the
TerraTools model library.

Fig. 15: Exterior radiosity with pillars and shadows

Fig. 15 shows that the radiosity calculation is not limited to
interiors. This view of the outside of the building is lit with
radiosity. Notice how the columns cast shadows back
towards the wall and how the overhang casts a shadow on
the wall underneath it. This exterior is lit by the sun only.

Figs. 16-21 illustrate this process in augmenting an existing
database representing an Army military operation in urban
terrain (MOUT) training site. Four types of underground
features, sewer lines with piping, gas lines, underground
electrical lines and normal water service lines, were
generated using our new tools.

Generation of Underground Structures
The capability to represent and generate attributed geometry
for underground structures can be addressed in two different
ways. The first way allows for interactive editing on a
background graphic which can be derived from controlled
aerial imagery or constructed from an orthographic
projection of the as-built database. This method supports the
generation of underground structures when only above
ground information, such as water hydrants or tunnel access
points, are visible. The second way requires the conversion
of as-built CAD drawings into geopositioned vectors. These
CAD drawings can come from a variety of sources, and
often contain attribution as to pipe diameter and type, as well
as depth or height below and above the ground.
The generation of underground structures raises several
interesting issues in the conversion of GIS source data to 3D
attributed geometry. Unlike the extrusion of buildings, where
the intersection of the building footprint with the terrain
defines most of the geometric constraints for the generated
geometry, networks of underground structures interact with
the terrain and with themselves. We use an extrusion process
which allows us to describe underground tunnels or pipes as
a centerline vector with attribution that describes the
extrusion cross section. By maintaining topology within the
network we can determine where intersections occur and

Fig. 16: Army MOUT site
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Fig. 17: Underground structure exposed

Fig. 19: Road detail

Figs. 17 and 18 show the complexity of the underground
utilities with a range of large sewer pipes, smaller water
hydrant piping, and smaller conduits for electric power,
natural gas, and service water.

Fig. 20: Aerial overview of Army MOUT

Fig. 20 shows an aerial view of the complete Army MOUT
site at the level of detail that end users who would add or
modify the underground structures would need for
interaction with the database. Thus, users are in a familiar
vector editor system, rather than having to learn a 3D
geometric editor such as AutoCAD or 3D StudioMax. Also,
since the generation of underground structures is integral to
the TerraTools database production process, there is no
requirement to import or export geometric data in
intermediate format, which adds complexity and potential
for geometric errors in the final representation.

Fig. 18: Underground utilities exposed
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Fig. 21: Underground attribution in TEdit

Fig. 23: Close-up of underground network

Fig. 23 illustrates the use of pre-existing templates that
describe the geometry and 3D placement of the underground
structures. Because TerraTools provides a range of likely
template shapes, users do not have to manipulate 3D
geometry directly. Any changes to depth, topology, and type
of structure can be made by changing attribution values,
closing the editor and automatically rebuilding the geometry.

Fig. 21 shows the use of an attribute editor to set various
properties on underground structures. These can include pipe
diameter, references to cross section files, depth of the pipe
segment, and identification information which can be used to
link to CAD design data. Attribution can also be set via Tcl/
Tk scripting, or can simply be present on the source vector
data and carried along during geometry processing. The Tcl
language provides a simple structured grammar that nonprogrammers can easily learn to set new properties on GIS
data based on the existing intrinsic attribution.

Use of CAD Data For Underground Generation
When digital CAD data is available, the challenge is to
reduce the CAD source to a simple set of vectors with
attribution, preserving the topology of the network and
converting attribution to the appropriate geometry.

Fig. 22: Tunnel entrance in MOUT building

Fig. 22 shows the geometric integration of tunnels with
building floors. This requires the automatic construction of
topology which helps determine where the tunnel cross
section intersects with the building floor.

Fig. 24: PWSA unprocessed microstation data
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Fig. 25: Close-up of sewer data geometry

Fig. 27: Gateway 2 with roads and lawns removed

Figs. 24 and 25 show actual Bentley Microstation water and
sewer lines, connecting and access structures, and manhole
data received from the Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Agency
(PWSA) for a small, 6-block area of downtown Pittsburgh.
The complexity of this data is significantly higher than that
previously described for the Army MOUT. It requires a more
sophisticated and real world approach to automated
visualization. As a result, generation of the underground
structures shown in Figs. 26 and 27 require the application of
generic scripts, written in Tcl/TK to avoid a significant
amount of interactive manual editing and attribution.

Using current profile extrusion tools, it is possible to create a
basic network of subterranean passages. A difficulty with
profile extrusion, however, is generating geometry correctly
at the areas where more than two passages meet. Given a
well-defined 2D profile, an improvement we have been
considering is to analyze the 2D GIS description of the
subterranean passages to identify intersection points and
angles of incidence. Then, one could construct the passage
intersection first, prior to profile extrusion for the
passageways. This can be viewed as a 3D version of the
geometry generation used for road widening, where a
topology-preserving data structure is used to create complex
intersection polygons where roads meet at arbitrary
intersection angles.
When sampling depth for underground model segments, one
needs to continually consider the effect of rolling terrain or
details like ravines or culverts so that models are not
extruded to penetrate through the terrain surface. This
requires a process flow in which the extrusion of the
underground structures is always relative to the as-built
terrain surface.
Full use of underground passages requires that they connect
to the outside world, either by direct connection to the terrain
surface, or through access routes inside building structures.
Either case presents technical challenges, as both require the
ability to cut a hole in a previously generated terrain skin or
building surface, and seamlessly connect a passage to the
hole.

Fig. 26: Above-ground view of Gateway 2 building
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Building Facade Texturing From Video Streams

Each video sequence contained a different set of occluding
automobiles, as well as fixed occlusions including telephone
poles, mailboxes, and trees. Fig. 28 shows a series of
individual video frames from the first pass down Craig
Street; several cars occlude various portions of the building
facades.

Extraction of photorealistic building facades is a critical
bottleneck for geospatial visualization of urban
environments, particularly for training and simulations that
support battlefield awareness and emergency response, and
also for city and municipal site planning and development.
As ongoing work under our Phase II SBIR, we have
explored the use of video streams, acquired from
commercial grade digital video cameras, as a rapid and costeffective way to obtain large amounts of detailed facade
texture for application to visual simulation.

The second video sequence of Craig Street, acquired a few
minutes later, was combined with a mosaic of the frames
from the first pass, resulting in the mosaic illustrated in Fig.
29. The combination of the second pass has filled in gaps in
the first pass, and given a more complete picture of the shops
with brick facades in the center and right of the mosaic, but
occlusions from trees are present in the second sequence,
and vehicle occlusions from the first sequence still remain. A
third video sequence, acquired a few more minutes after the
second sequence, was then combined with the mosaic in Fig.
29 to produce the sequence in Fig. 30.

We began by using a MiniDV digital video camera to
acquire three video sequences of the Craig Street shops in
the Oakland neighborhood of Pittsburgh from a moving
vehicle on Craig Street.

Fig. 28: Frames generated from first pass of Craig Street

Fig. 29: Mosaic generated by merging first and second pass

Fig. 30: Mosaic from third driving pass
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Fig. 31: Composite texture generated from three passes

The lighter-shaded areas show the information contributed
from the third sequence of frames; in this sequence, the
automobile occlusions of the white stucco building on the
left are no longer present, and the vehicles parked in front of
the brick buildings have moved on, allowing texture
acquisition for the lower portions of the building facade.
Since none of the video sequences fully capture the second
floor of the shop facades, the existing mosaic was extended
vertically, using image processing tools, to complete the
second story of the shop facades. The final resulting facade
texture for the Craig Street shops is depicted in Fig. 31. This
texture was then used to refine an existing GIS-based model
of the building in a geospatial visualization, and texturemapped onto the refined model.
Fig. 33: Craig Street using derived texture from Figure 31

Fig. 33 depicts the same area created after using video
stream derived facades to refine the appearance and
geometry of the building structures. In terms of photorealism
and geometric fidelity, this represents a significant
improvement, and illustrates the potential of video stream
acquisition for intensification of traditional modeling and
simulation (M&S) geospatial environments. This example
demonstrates the basic feasibility of such an approach for
modeling urban areas, and serves as a basis for technical
objectives to significantly automate the process.
Use of Terrestrial LIDAR for Rapid Urban Visualization
The use of terrestrial LIDAR with co-registered optical
sensors has been the subject of a number of experiments
funded by the Army and the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA). The basic idea is to mount a set
of laser scanners in a moving vehicle, generally
perpendicular to the direction of travel. Using GPS, inertial
navigation, and some on-board corrections, the system can
collect an accurately georeferenced "point cloud" dataset
which represents building facades, utility poles, cars and
other objects along the side of the road. Since each point in
the cloud provides a full 3D location it is possible to perform

Fig. 32: Craig Street using geotypical texture

Fig. 32 shows a visualization database of the Craig Street
area derived from traditional GIS data sources.
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depth processing and aggregation to reduce the data volume.
The computer vision research community is also
investigating the recovery of continuous surface descriptions
based upon point cloud processing into polygonal
representations.

therefore better apparent object resolution. But this was not
the case as the alignment of the points between the two
collections was significantly displaced. Instead of giving
more details about the scanned region, the duplicate scans
created confusion when interactively viewed by the user. We
removed some areas that had been scanned twice by the
vehicle.

Fig. 34 shows a reconstructed set of raw sensor point cloud
data collected in a 4 block by 3 block area around Craig
street in Pittsburgh. Approximately 155 million 3D points
were collected. We perform basic processing of the LIDAR
data along with a GPS file to convert relative positions to a
corrected, absolute coordinate system. The corrected data is
then organized into 3D level of detail (LOD) structure as a
set of independent but overlapping models. Fig. 35 shows
the footprint extent of each of the point cloud collection
models superimposed on a vertical view of the Craig street
area.

Fig. 35: Area of coverage for LIDAR collection

Fig. 34: Compostion of terrestrial LIDAR collection

By organizing these point clouds as spatially coherent
models, we achieve the ability to rapidly display subsets of
the data as we move in the environment. We can also utilize
traditional LOD structuring to further reduce the scene
complexity.
Fig. 36: Superposition of LIDAR with 3D polygonal database

We continued to optimize this process to include the export
of model footprints so that it is easy to determine the
geographic extent of the point cloud models. By associating
attribution with these footprints, filenames and history of the
point cloud data can be interactively displayed in TerraTools.
Some technical challenges included handling multiple
overlapping coverages, errors in vertical positioning, and the
automated generation of a complete TSG file for the entire
scanned area. The overlaps occurred because the data
collection included the vehicle moving in a loop, and then
revisiting certain streets later in the collection period.

Despite these problems we were able to achieve good 3D
spatial correlation with a pre-existing visualization
constructed using a city planning GIS containing roads and
building footprints combined with a 10 meter DEM. Figs. 36
and 37 give an indication of the registration between the
point clouds and the buildings’ wall surfaces as well as the
road surface. Interestingly, urban details such as signage,
trees, and street level objects are clearly visible in the
LIDAR return data, so one future challenge is to look at
semi-automated methods for capturing and converting these
objects to more generic models that can be used to update the
simulation environment.

At first we expected that the overlap would result in
improved point density (much higher due to overlap) and
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Fig. 37: Trees and urban clutter in LIDAR collection

Conclusions
In this paper we described several activities in the area of
"Software Tools for Modeling Urban Details" supported
under a U.S. Army Phase II SBIR. The automated generation
of building interiors and export to a variety of constructive
and visual formats, as well as the off line generation of
radiosity-based rendering, are being readied for
commercialization. Other technologies, particularly the use
of non-traditional source data such as terrestrial LIDAR and
video stream data, are still subjects of advanced
development.
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